
□ Joint operation to realize cross-domain operations
- Strengthen defense posture in space, cyber and electromagnetic 

domains (ASDF maintains an unit that specializes in space domain 
missions)

- Build comprehensive air and missile defense capability
□ Organization of ASDF

- Maintain air warning and control units consisting of ground-based 
warning and control units and reinforced airborne warning units

- Maintain fighter aircraft units reinforced by high-performance 
fighter aircraft

- Maintain reinforced aerial refueling and transport units
- Maintain air transport units in order to be able to effectively carry 

out activities such as maneuver and deployment of ground forces 
and security cooperation with foreign countries

- Maintain unmanned aerial vehicle units in order to conduct 
persistent airborne monitoring

□ Priorities in strengthening capabilities necessary for cross-domain 
operations
- Acquire and strengthen capabilities in space, cyber and 

electromagnetic domains
- Enhance capabilities in traditional domains
- Strengthening sustainability and resiliency

NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM GUIDELINES for FY2019 and beyond (limited to the provisions related to ASDF)

Organization of ASDF 

Air Warning & Control Units

Fighter Aircraft Units*

Aerial Refueling/Transport Units

Air Transport Units

Surface-to-Air Guided Missile 

Units

Space Domain Mission Units

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Units

28 warning 

squadrons

1 AEW wing

(3 squadrons)

13 squadrons

2 squadrons

3 squadrons

4 groups

( 24 fire squadrons)

1 squadron

1 squadron

Combat Aircraft

Fighters

Approx. 370

Approx. 290

* Fighter Aircraft Units (13 squadrons) includes STOVL Units.

Priorities in Strengthening Defense Capability

Acquire and Strengthen Capabilities in Space, Cyber and 
Electromagnetic Domains

□ Capability in Space Domain
- Establish a space situational awareness (SSA) system
- Newly introduce space-based optical telescopes and SSA laser ranging devices
- Newly introduce training devices to study and train responses to the
vulnerabilities of Japanese satellites, and devices to grasp the state of 
electromagnetic interference against Japanese satellites

□ Capability in Cyber Domain
- Enhance the resiliency of the C4 systems of SDF

□ Capability in Electromagnetic Domain
- Procure radio wave information gathering aircraft and ground-based
SIGINT sensor

- Upgrade Japan Aerospace Defense Ground Environment (JADGE) 
- Procure fighters (F-35A) and upgrade fighters (F-15)  
- R & D aimed at the procurement of standoff EW aircraft, etc.

- Establish 1 squadron of ASDF space domain mission unit
- Reorganize surface-to-air guided missile units from 6 fire groups to 

4 groups while maintaining 24 fire squadrons
- Reorganize 8 warning groups and 20 warning squadrons to 28 

warning squadrons and establish 1 airborne early warning (AEW) 
wing as part of air warning and control units

- Take necessary measures to establish 1 squadron of fighter aircraft units 
- Disband 1 squadron of tactical reconnaissance unit with the 

retirement of its reconnaissance aircraft (RF-4) 
- Establish 1 squadron of aerial refueling/transport units to enhance its 

aerial refueling/transport function
- Establish 1 squadron of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) unit in order 

to be able to conduct information collection in areas relatively 
remote from Japan and persistent airborne monitoring

Medium Term Defense Program (FY2019-FY2023) (limited to the provisions related to ASDF)

Reorganization of the Major ASDF Units

Annex Table



Enhance Capabilities in Traditional Domains

□Maneuver and Deployment Capability
- Procure transport aircraft (C-2)

PAC-3 MSE

Other Initiatives
- Accelerate the securing and reconstruction of the necessary barracks 

and housing and proceede with measures against aging and 
earthquake resistance for facilities

- Take necessary measures after considering the procurement of new primary 
trainer aircraft as the successor to the existing primary trainer aircraft (T-7)

- Suspend the use of equipment whose importance has decreased
- Promote initiatives to save manpower through use of remote control 

for radar sites and other equipment
- Upgrade of SDF hospitals into medical hubs with enhanced functions

Strengthen Sustainability and Resiliency

UH-60J

Airborne Early Warning (Control) Aircraft (E-2D) 9

Fighters (F-35A) * 45

Fighter Upgrade (F-15) 20

Aerial Refueling/Transport Aircraft (KC-46A) 4

Transport Aircraft (C-2) 5

Upgrade of PATRIOT Surface-to-Air Guided Missiles

(PAC-3 MSE)

4Group

(16 Fire Unit)

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (Global Hawk) 1

□ Comprehensive Air and Missile Defense Capability
- Procure interceptor missiles with upgraded capabilities (PAC-3MSE)
- Upgrade Japan Aerospace Defense Ground Environment (JADGE) 
- Add cooperative engagement capability (CEC) to E-2D

F-35A C-2

KC-46AE-2D Global Hawk

Initiatives for Future Fighter 

F-15

□ Strengthen a Posture of Persistent ISR
- Procure airborne early warning aircraft (E-2D)
- Procure a long-endurance UAV(Global Hawk)
- Upgrade the capabilities of the existing airborne warning and control 

systems (E-767)
- Develop a new fixed air defense radar 
- Prepare an operating base for mobile air defense radars on the islands 

on the Pacific side
□ Obtain and Maintain Air Superiority

- Replace fighters that are not suitable for modernization (F-15) by 
increasing the number of fighters (F-35A)

- Newly introduce fighters that are capable of short take-off and vertical 
landing (STOVL)

- Upgrade the capabilities of modernized fighter aircraft (F-15) 
- Upgrade the capabilities of fighter aircraft (F-2) including the 

enhancement of network functions
- Improve surface-to-air guided missile PATRIOT systems by
equipping them with new advanced interceptor missiles (PAC-3 MSE)

- Procure aerial refueling/transport aircraft (KC-46A) and  rescue 
helicopters (UH-60J)

□ Secure Continuous Operations
- Promote measures necessary for protecting infrastructure and other 

foundations for SDF operations
- Prioritize to procure anti-aircraft missiles stand-off firepower

□ Ensure the Operational Availability of Equipment

SDF will procure new fighters that are capable of playing a central 
role in future networked warfare before the retirement of the fighter 
aircraft (F-2). MOD/SDF will promote necessary research and launch 
a Japan-led development project at an early timing with the possibility 
of international collaboration in sight.

□ Obtain and Maintain Maritime Supremacy
- Introduce air-to-ship guided missiles with extended ranges

SIGINT aircraft
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□ Stand-off Defense Capability
- Procure stand-off missiles (JSM, JASSM and LRASM)

* 18 aircraft out of Fighters (F-35A) would have STOVLs.


